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Intro



About me 

ENGINEERING

● Founder of Tooso, acquired by TSX:CVO, 
now Director of AI 

● Passionate about MLOps, OS contributor

AI RESEARCH & EDUCATION

● 25+ papers in top NLP/ML venues
● Co-organizer of SIGIR eCom
● Teaching MLSys at NYU Tandon

http://www.jacopotagliabue.it/
https://youtu.be/Ndxpo4PeEms
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue
https://research.coveo.com/
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/FREE_7773


Today

● RecSys 101: what are recommender systems (RS)? Why are they important? 
Why is testing them hard?

● Quantitative tests: what people usually do in Information Retrieval (IR)?
● Behavioral testing: what is it? How to do it?
● The RecList package: theory and practice

NOTE: This is NOT a talk on how to build recommender systems. I’m happy to point 
you to relevant docs if you wish to do so!



RecList by the community for the community
RecList is an open source project originally built by practitioners at Coveo, Stanford, 
Bocconi and KOSA.AI. 

Its development is currently supported by the generosity of our awesome friends at 
Comet and Neptune (and more coming soon)!

Build better ML models faster Metadata Store for MLOps

https://www.comet.ml/site/
https://neptune.ai/


RecSys 101



RecSys are everywhere
● RS are ubiquitous in our digital life, think:

○ Movies on Netflix
○ Books (or anything else!) on Amazon
○ Grocery on Instacart
○ etc.

● The RS market will be worth ~15 BN by 2026*
● RS quality is super important…

* conditions apply

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/recommendation-engine-market
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/recommendation-engine-market
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/recommendation-engine-market


38% of shoppers 
stop shopping when 
seeing poor 
recommendations.*

* eMarketer

https://www.emarketer.com/content/the-impact-of-product-recommendations


…and dangerous

● Even when RS are mostly right, one mistake may have disastrous 
consequences for:

○ the final users…
○ …and the RS makers

https://twitter.com/maxwellstrachan/status/1489595959197712394?s=12


“Failure” is 
(almost) not an 
option
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RecSys by use case (with refs!)

● RS can be understood easily by use case and 
input-output:

○ Item as input, item as output: similar vs 
complementary

○ User as input, item as output: “for you”
○ User as input, user as output: people you may know
○ Session as input, item as output: what are you doing 

next?

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3397271.3401042
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3340531.3412732
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netflix_Prize
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3109859.3109921
https://aclanthology.org/2021.ecnlp-1.1/


(There’s more!)
● Product comparisons

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.03256.pdf


(There’s more!)
● Gradient Recommendations

Input Output

Something 
darker?

https://aclanthology.org/2022.ecnlp-1.22.pdf


Testing RecSys (the old way)



Recommendations in IR

● RS evaluation is traditionally performed using standard IR metrics over the 
test set (i.e. held-out data points):

○ recommendations are a ranking problem!

Test Input Model OutputTest Truth



Recommendations in IR

● RS evaluation is traditionally performed using standard IR metrics over the 
test set (i.e. held-out data points):

○ recommendations are a ranking problem!

Test Input Model OutputTest Truth

correct!



Standard metrics

● Since RS are evaluated as rankers, it is not surprising that a quick scan 
through recent editions of RecSys and SIGIR highlights as main metrics:

○ MRR
○ HIT RATE
○ NDCG 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.09963.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mean_reciprocal_rank
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.01258.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discounted_cumulative_gain


Standard metrics

● Hit Rate@k
○ Ask the model to predict k movies
○ If the target is inside the k predictions, increase hit count 
○ Divide hit count by total predictions



Standard metrics

● Hit Rate@k
○ Ask the model to predict k movies
○ If the target is inside the k predictions, increase hit count 
○ Divide hit count by total predictions

Model OutputTest Truth

HR@3 = 1 / 2 = 0.5 



Standard metrics

● MRR
○ Calculate reciprocal rank for all predictions
○ Average the RR
○ Intuition: position matters!

Model Output

Test Truth



Standard metrics

● MRR
○ Calculate reciprocal rank for all predictions
○ Average the RR

Model OutputTest Truth

MRR = ((1 / 2) + 0) / 2 = 0.25 



… and their flaws

● IR metrics won’t generally considering anything above the fact that the target 
item is in the top-k recommendations. 

○ Sometimes recommendations are not just bad, but deeply illogical



… and their flaws

● IR metrics won’t generally considering anything above the fact that the target 
item is in the top-k recommendations. 

○ Sometimes pseudo-feedback is not the whole truth: both models below have HR@3=1!

Model #1Test Truth Model #2



Bonus topic: what is a proper split?

● At test time, we ask our model to rank the target items for the query item / 
user / session etc.

● The literature reports different ways of building that target set, so 
comparisons between studies / models need to be careful when merging 
results. 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.704.9971&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.704.9971&rep=rep1&type=pdf


Behavioral Testing



What is behavioral testing?

1. Define expected output for a given (set of) input(s), regardless of the 
composition of the test set.

2. Test model compliance with the expected output, regardless of the model inner 
workings.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.04118
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.04118


Examples from NLP
SentimentSentence SentimentSentence

Parse in (question, “no”) form

The pilot wasn’t 
fantastic. Negative

Was the pilot 
fantastic? No. ???

Template filling

I am a [ PROTECTED ]
[ NOUN ]

???I am a black women

???I am an asian man



Examples from NLP
SentimentSentence SentimentSentence

Parse in (question, “no”) form

The pilot wasn’t 
fantastic. Negative

Was the pilot 
fantastic? No. ???

Template filling

I am a [ PROTECTED ]
[ NOUN ]

???I am a black women

???I am an asian man

BERT-base fails 100% of 
the time

Microsoft fails 96.8% of the 
time, Amazon 81.6%, 

BERT-base 55.4%



Lessons from CheckList

1. Behavioral testing improve reliability by testing generalization regardless of 
training distribution: experts and human knowledge is valued even if (or, 
because) not necessarily reflected in the test set / data collection etc.

2. Behavioral testing is hard and painful to do by hand: to make it feasible, we 
need good software and “tricks” to scale tests up! 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.04118
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.04118


RecList



RecList at a Glance

RecList is CheckList for RecSys brings together best practices for reproducibility 
in research and robustness in deployments.

Open source Peer reviewed Community

https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.09963
https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.09963
https://reclist.io/
https://reclist.io/


Some RecSys behavioral principles

Principle #1: in complementary vs similar recSys, query and target items have 
different formal relationships.

PredictionQuery Item

Query ItemPrediction

Complementary items

Query Item

Similar items

Prediction

Query ItemPrediction



Some RecSys behavioral principles

Principle #2: some mistakes are worse than others.

Model #1Test Truth Model #2

This is a reasonable 
mistake!



Some RecSys behavioral principles

Principle #3: the heart power-law is deceitful above all things (mind the niches!)

HR: 57 / 110 = 0.52

VS

HR: 57 / 110 = 0.52

#: 100, H: 50, HR:  0.5 #: 10, H: 7, HR:  0.7 #: 100, H: 56, HR:  0.56 #: 10, H: 1, HR:  0.1



Main abstractions
● A RecList is a collection of recTests 

to be run on a recDataset for a given 
recModel 

○ Running a RecList  means answering the 
following question: “how does this model 
perform on this dataset, according to these 
metrics?

● RecList ships with popular datasets and 
ready-made tests, but (see below) you 
can swap everything out with custom 
stuff

○ Bring your dataset, your model, your tests!



Quick start

Explore with our Colab tutorial

Pick a Dataset

Pick a Model

Train a model

Run your RecList

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1Wn5mm0csEkyWqmBBDxNBkfGR6CNfWeH-?usp=sharing


A ML tool in a MLOps world (GitHub)

OS Connectors

{"metadata": {"run_time": 
1641478181413, "model_name": 
"CoveoP2VRecModel", "reclist": 
"CoveoCartRecList", "tests": 
["basic_stats", "price_test", 
"coverage_at_k", "hit_rate_at_k", 
"hits_distribution", 
"dist_to_query"]} …

1 2a

2b

3

https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/post-modern-stack
https://www.comet.ml/site/
https://neptune.ai/
https://metaflow.org/


“Talk is cheap, 
show me the 
code”



Ready-to-go, with endless possibilities
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○ You bring your model, we provide RecTests  

and a tried-and-tested way to combine them!
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Ready-to-go, with endless possibilities

LEVEL #1

○ You bring your model, we provide RecTests  
and a tried-and-tested way to combine them!

LEVEL #2

○ You bring your model and your RecTests , and 
add them to ours!

LEVEL #3

○ Build anything you want, and use RecList  
abstractions as the “interlocking system” gluing 
it all together!



Research and production

Research Production 
Systems

Experimentation

Reporting

CI/CD

Monitoring/Debugging



What now?



RecList Beta is in the making!

Alpha

Private Talks

WebConf22

Public Talks

Beta + CIKM



CIKM Data Challenge

RecList will be at CIKM 2022 for a data challenge on rounded evaluation of 
Recommender Systems! Stay tuned for more information!



Check out RecList on 
Github and give us a star!
Wanna contribute to the 
project? Get in touch!

52

https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/reclist
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/reclist

